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Reformation Day  

A little over 500 years ago Luther nailed those 95 Theses. In 2017 we 

were all in a dither about this along with the world. It was a big deal. 

Things are very different this year; the Reformation almost seems like 

a luxury in days of COVID, elections, and social unrest. But it is the 

contention of this professor of Reformation History that the real 

Reformation (Re-Forming the Church) happened in the years 

immediately after the 95 These were posted. Luther, after the 95 

Theses were posted, was thrust into a position of some fame and 

notoriety. His Theses had touched a nerve. But the Augustinian Monk 

who walked up to the doors of the Castle Church to post his Theses 

was not really yet a reformer in anything but the common medieval 

sense. The medieval church has been described as a series of 

reformations until one worked (Luther’s!). What happened in 1518 

and 1519, however, turned Luther and his nascent movement into a 

true Reformation. The real hammer blows may have been struck in 

1520 when Luther published his three great broadsides against 

Medieval Roman Catholicism and the misconstrual of the Gospel which it entailed: The 

Babylonian Captivity of the Church, The Address to the German Nobility, and the Freedom of 

the Christian. In normal times I would have suggested these as a summer reading project. But we 

had other things on our minds.    

Luther was trying to reform something with his Theses in 1517 but he was looking to reform a 

practice within the Church. This was the way of the previous reformers of the church, back to the 

Clunial, Ottonian, and other reforms which had transpired over the 500 years before Luther. 

There were many practices in need of reform in medieval Catholicism. Those earlier reformers 

did necessary work. Sin is devious, however, and human nature is creative in finding ways to 

corrupt. The reforms of those who went before Luther never really resulted in a long lasting or 

durable reform of Medieval Catholicism. Luther would be different. His reform would of course 

spawn a whole new branch of Christianity; even more significantly, Catholicism itself, in 

reacting to Luther, would end up adopting most of his program. While Trent positioned itself as a 

rejection of the Luther and the Reformation, an observant and careful reader of Catholicism’s 

documents at the time will see that they were actually implementing a thorough reform of the 

church, much of it in response to what Luther’s ideas were suggesting. This would find its fullest 

expression in Vatican II in the 1960’s when much of Luther’s program for worship, parish, and 

other reforms would be realized in Catholicism. That only happened because the assembled 

bishops at Trent had listened to Luther’s reformulation of what was the Church. It took a while 

because Luther had caused a great deal of pain for Catholicism. Some of his practical reforms of 

worship and parish life were rejected at Trent but his idea of the church and theology was tacitly 

acknowledged in many respects even when it was cast as a rejection of Luther.  
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500 years ago, Luther faced a serious decision about what he 

would do next. The Church was pressuring him mightily to 

become one of the many honorable but ineffective people who 

had raised concerns about Medieval Catholicism and its 

practices. By the spring of 1518 the Roman curia had taken 

notice of Luther and his Theses and their defense had been cast 

as an attack upon the authority of the Pope. That was a problem 

and probably a fairly accurate appraisal of them; although, 

Luther himself did not really know this yet. In the late summer 

of 1518 Frederick the Wise had negotiated Luther a hearing on 

German soil before the Papal Legate Cajetan. Cajetan thought he 

could use his authority to push Luther to accept Papal authority 

and recant his rejection of papal indulgences. He misjudged the 

Augustinian friar in front of him. Luther not only dug in, he dug deeper, realizing that his claims 

were indeed challenging the papal edifice and, more importantly, realizing that this edifice 

needed challenging. This was a fateful decision. It is one thing to reform a practice of the 

Church, it was another thing entirely to suggest that the whole basis for its authority was in need 

of reform.  

At this point Luther could have become a negative reformer, simply a destroyer of all that was 

wrong. This was the course taken by the English advisors of Henry VIII who oversaw the 

destruction of Catholicism in England but did not really have a vision for what would replace it. 

The replacement of English Catholicism would be drawn in part from Geneva, from those who 

sought to restore the lost glories of Catholicism, and from those who came to see the Church as 

an extension of the state. Luther had a positive vision of reform. He embraced something else 

and something far more important. Not simply looking to destroy Papal authority, he sought to 

replace it with Christ’s authority, an authority which ran counter to the world and which stood in 

stark opposition to the world. He would label this the Theology of the Cross 

Earlier in 1518 Luther was invited by his own order, the Augustinians, to be the “keynote 

speaker” at their triennial conference held in Heidelberg. This being a medieval affair, it was a 

disputation in which Luther defended a series of Theses. You can read them today in a fresh 

translation in the new Augsburg/Fortress series, The Annotated Luther vol. 1. The best treatment 

of them, however, is by Gerhard Forde in his brief book On Being a Theologian of the Cross: 

Reflections on Luther’s Heidelberg Disputation, 1518 (Eerdmans, 1997).  

In these theses Luther envisioned a church which was truly governed by Christ, which rejected 

the ways of the world with its reliance on power and success. The Theologian of the Cross and 

the church which he serves sees suffering and success through completely different eyes. Jesus 

saved the world through dying upon a cross, looking like a loser, failing even in that most human 

of actions: breathing. This is contrasted with the theologian of glory who measures success in 

ways of this world which take on many forms. We can ask how many people show up on Sunday 
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or how large was the offering. We can imagine that our success is a sign of God’s approval and 

blessing and our failures are the indication of God’s displeasure. The theologian of the cross, 

however, remembers that God works through failure and his kingdom comes in the suffering and 

death of Christ.  

Herein lies the real heart of Luther’s Reformation. The indulgence controversy simply set him on 

this path. There were many forks in the road which he could have taken before he 

came to this place. The Catholic Church was offering him time and again the path 

of glory. It would continue to do so even after it broke with Luther, imagining that 

its attempts to punish and harm him would drive him and his followers back into 

the fold. They could not see that suffering was different now for Luther and those 

who subscribed to his vision. It had become for them the way of Christ and his 

Church. When the Emperor Charles V defeated Elector John Frederick in 1547, he 

imprisoned John Frederick and stripped him of his titles. It was in prison through 

his gracious letters, his stalwart commitment to his Lutheran faith, and patient 

endurance that John Frederick came to his epithet: the Magnanimous. Eventually 

John Frederick was released, and the tide turned in battles and the Lutheran faith was granted 

legal recognition within the Empire. But it was the theologians of the cross who were granted a 

place and they have not ever entirely gone away.  

The theologian of the cross is never a comfortable place to be. To the south of Germany, in 

Switzerland, not having gone through the sturm and drang which marked Luther’s life, Calvin 

and his successors would largely embrace a theology of glory in another manifestation. The 

consistory would meld the church and the town council into one body. Power and its attendant 

theology of glory would worm its way back into the workings of those who proclaimed the 

Gospel.  

Today things are no different. Those who would measure the kingdom by the yardstick of the 

world abound. The temptation to think that my successful congregation must be a sign of God’s 

approval and, conversely, the falling revenue of the shrinking congregation’s contribution to the 

district coffers is seen as failure. The pressures of the theology of glory are intense. Woven into 

the fabric of American culture, American Evangelicalism has had a largely unrecognized effect 

upon Lutheranism. We eat our brats or lutefisk but believe, think, and act far more like the 

metho-bapt-ocostal church goer down the street than we are willing to admit.  
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In 1518, in Heidelberg, a young Dominican friar was in the audience that day 

when Luther spoke. Another Martin, he was Martin Bucer. He was deeply affected 

by Luther that day. He returned his Dominican priory and started preaching 

reform. Soon he was the leader of the reforming movement in Strasbourg, He 

would host Calvin during his exile from Geneva. He would champion Luther’s 

ideas as well. He straddled both worlds in a sense. Unlike John Frederick, who had 

no choice, Bucer would flee Imperial Germany after Charles’ 1547 

victory. Bucer would end his days as a professor at Cambridge, 

where Henry’s son, Edward briefly reigned and invited reform minded folks to 

find refuge. Melanchthon turned him down. Bucer took him up on it.  

Will we be theologians of the cross? It was a difficult road for John Frederick. He 

lost a battle, was stripped of his titles, and sustained a terrible wound on his face, 

scarring him for life. Even after the Lutherans were back in power, his realm was 

much reduced. His cousin, Maurice the Usurper was not incline to give the 

Electorship back even when he returned to the Lutheran fold. Bucer would try to 

walk a middle road, but he would end up largely in the camp of Calvinism and 

the theology of glory. Are there other models? Surely. Where will we go? You might try reading 

those three great treatises of 1520 for an answer. The Babylonian Captivity speaks of the 

sacraments. The Address to the German Nobility speaks of the doctrine of Vocation. The 

Freedom of the Christian speaks to the tension of Law and Gospel and the mystery of Christ’s 

kingdom in this world. The world could really use a good dose of all this.  

 

Collect of the Day 

Almighty and gracious Lord, pour out Your Holy Spirit on Your faithful people.  Keep us 

steadfast in Your grace and truth, protect and deliver us in times of temptation, defend us against 

all enemies, and grant to Your Church Your saving peace; through Jesus Christ, Your Son, our 

Lord, who lives and reigns with You and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and forever. 

The order of the requests here is important. Saving peace, for which we seem to long in the 

LCMS, will elude us without the first five elements. We cannot do an end run around these things 

and obtain peace on our own terms. It must come from God, in his way. We have a hard time 

trusting that God can do this. Our American “do-it-myself” attitude is a problem here.    

This is the bold claim that Lutherans make for this day and really for their whole movement. This 

is/was an act of the Holy Spirit. The rejection by those in control in the time of Luther was really 

an assertion that this was not of the Holy Spirit, but of another divisive spirit that must be 

attributed to the evil one. It is one or the other.  
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Recent years have seen a remarkable change in the attitudes toward Luther among 

thoughtful Roman Catholics. For all its faults, one must acknowledge that the 

Justification document signed a few years ago by the Lutherans of the Lutheran World 

Federation (about 90% of the worldwide Lutheran communion) and the Roman Catholics 

was significant. Yes, the document was flawed, but it certainly was a step in the right 

direction. You can find it online if you are interested in reading it. The LCMS did not sign 

this thing, but one has to wonder if that was a decision based on theology or internal 

politics of the Synod. Surely as people faithful to the confessions we should rejoice when 

the vast majority of Christians make a step in the right direction.  

Even more startling was my own experience at Notre Dame University in 2006 and 2007. While 

studying Thomas Aquinas we came to the topic of faith and my Dominican Professor (remember 

that John Tetzel was a Dominican) said that Luther got it far more right than Thomas Aquinas 

when it came to explaining faith. That is a huge statement to make, one that even a generation or 

two ago would have been unthinkable for a Dominican professor at a Roman Catholic 

institution. Praise God for that!  

But is it time for us to think about some of the things that we have said as well? To confess that 

the Holy Spirit has been poured out upon the Reformation movement is a good thing, but do we 

not also need to say that we still need that outpoured Holy Spirit? Have we also overstated the 

case against Catholicism? Have we sometimes in an effort to prove our love of God shown we 

were not “Catholic” by ignoring his mother? Luther always called Mary the Blessed Virgin, his 

whole life. Have we understood ourselves to be “not Catholic” and let that be all that we are? 

Are we simply “not Catholic?” What is a Lutheran when stated positively? For five hundred 

years we have been understood to be in a tension with Catholicism. If that tension were to 

dissolve, what would become of us? Do our rejections of Catholicism still ring true? They have 

adopted most of the things that Luther fought so hard for. The abuses of simony have been dealt 

with. Communion is distributed in both kinds; the worship of God’s people happens in the 

language of the people. A significant statement has been made regarding justification. The 

dreaded Papal power of infallibility has been exercised one, yes count them all, one time. 

(Granted this was something to do with Marian piety.)  

What still stands between us? Even the whole issue of the prayers to saints is acknowledged to be 

a serious problem by Catholic theologians. The lay people continue to pray to saints and Roman 

Catholic theologians roll their eyes and beg them to pray “with” the saints, something that 

Luther himself was willing to accord. Even some of the Marian stuff is not that far off; although, 

this preacher finds disturbing things in there.  

Perhaps there is much that still divides us, perhaps there is not. But this day we pray for the 

Spirit’s guidance upon the Church to deliver us through times of temptation, and to save us from 

enemies so that the Church will have God’s peace.  

Is the temptation to think that we are the only church sometimes? Walther himself denied that 

strenuously. (Of course he would sometimes also rail against the Godless papists. He must have 
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been thinking of Anglicans when he thought of other Christians, but in the current climate isn’t 

that a scary thought?) Who are the enemies? If not the Catholics, then whom do we fight 

against? You will find corners of the Missouri Synod which thinks our battle remains against the 

Papist. Are they right?  

Ultimately this comes back to asking what we are as a Synod and the whole Lutheran movement. 

We are defined by our enemies. If our enemies are really to be found in the demonic powers that 

have always arrayed themselves against God’s people, then what does that say about how we do 

battle? What does that mean we find ourselves standing shoulder to shoulder with Roman 

Catholics in the fight against abortion or decrying the abuses of a society that has defined 

marriage as a mutually beneficial, sexually ambiguous contract which can be dissolved when or 

the other finds it no longer beneficial? What does it mean when our gifts to Lutheran World 

Relief are supporting Catholics in Africa and their gifts to Catholic World Relief are supporting 

Lutherans in Asia?  

The collect, if prayed honestly, is not an easy one. It is especially raising interesting thoughts on 

this festival of the Reformation, a time when we thank God for rising up to defend his Church 

against rot within and enemies of the Gospel. Has he achieved the goals of the sixteenth century 

reformers? Are we like soldiers fighting battles against a vanquished foe who has since become 

an ally? In our struggle has our enemy shifted and we missed it?  

Thus, we ask whether the Reformation and this prayer are really a call for Lutherans to repent? 

Of what shall we repent? Have we been inattentive to the truth and grace? Do we imagine that 

we are strong enough to face temptation ourselves? Do we imagine that we can name the 

enemies and therefore retain control? Is our real problem actually the first element of the 

prayer? Do we chaff against the gentle ministration of the Holy Spirit, have we simply drunk too 

deeply of the spirit of this age? If we were simply more adept at saying what we believe about the 

Holy Spirit, would there ever have been a Pentecostal or Charismatic movement?  

 

Psalm 46 

 1God is our refuge and strength, 

   a very present help in trouble. 
2Therefore we will not fear though the earth gives way, 

   though the mountains be moved into the heart of the sea, 
3though its waters roar and foam, 

   though the mountains tremble at its swelling.  

                         Selah 

 4There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God, 

   the holy habitation of the Most High. 
5 God is in the midst of her; she shall not be moved; 

   God will help her when morning dawns. 
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6 The nations rage, the kingdoms totter; 

   he utters his voice, the earth melts. 
7 The LORD of hosts is with us; 

   the God of Jacob is our fortress.  

                         Selah 

 8 Come, behold the works of the LORD, 

   how he has brought desolations on the earth. 
9 He makes wars cease to the end of the earth; 

   he breaks the bow and shatters the spear; 

    he burns the chariots with fire. 
10 "Be still, and know that I am God. 

    I will be exalted among the nations, 

   I will be exalted in the earth!" 
11 The LORD of hosts is with us; 

   the God of Jacob is our fortress.  

                         Selah 

Here is the traditional psalm for the day. This is the basis for “A Mighty Fortress” by Luther, the 

single most translated hymn in all Christian hymnody. No less than 100 different translators 

have taken a stab at Luther’s hymn. A few years ago I was touring temple square in Salt Lake 

City and when we came into the Tabernacle there, the recording of the choir playing in the 

background was a recording of them singing this hymn.  

Like all psalms it needs to be read through the emotions as much as the intellect. The psalmist 

contrasts the feelings of turmoil and peace, but it seems that both of them are present. God 

brings desolations on the earth but there is a city where the river of life makes glad the people of 

God. The contrast of chaos and order, tumult and calm is what makes this psalm so effective and 

surely what drew Luther to it as the basis for a hymn.  

 

Revelation 14:6–7 

6Then I saw another angel flying directly overhead, with an eternal gospel to proclaim to those 

who dwell on earth, to every nation and tribe and language and people. 7And he said with a loud 

voice, "Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of his judgment has come, and worship 

him who made heaven and earth, the sea and the springs of water." 

Perhaps the key to this passage on Reformation is to ask a question about the nature of our 

worship. The way we answer that question will separate the men from the Calvinists. I believe 

Luther would have us believe that the highest act of our worship is to confess our sins to God, to 

say that he is the solution to my most profound problem. The height of worship is to admit my 

profound need, my helpless state and thus to depend upon God wholly. The highest act of 

worship is when I cling to Christ’s cross. The rest of the stuff which we often call worship, the 
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service to him, the songs, the evangelism, the praise, and the charity are all beautiful and good 

and they are not to be despised, but it is when we come to him in penitent sorrow and need him 

that we are worshiping him best.  

How shall we worship God this way? What does this sort of worship look like? How do we 

encourage this sort of worship? Is it time to reintroduce kneeling at the confession? Perhaps not, 

after all the demographic stats for our congregations suggest that many of the congregants won’t 

be able to get back up! I think we might expand on the confession. We have too often left people 

with the idea that confession of sins is really the admission of naughtiness. But confession is 

really about confessing our need and God’s help. I am weary, I am sick, I am dying, I am 

grieving, I am frightened – these are all confessions of things in my life that are not “right.” 

God’s grace is for them all. When we restrict our confession to our naughtiness along, we may 

effectively limit the size of God salvation in the hearts and minds of our folks.  

Too often the new elements which are introduced to worship focus on the praise tunes which are 

easy to sing and don’t dwell on the really depressing stuff of contrition and repentance. We like 

the praising verses at the end of the psalms, but we usually skip right over those parts of the 

psalms which remember David’s struggle and his problems.  

The theme for Reformation here is obviously that the Gospel is eternal and for those who dwell 

upon the earth. More apocalyptic sorts among the Lutherans have identified this angel with the 

good Dr. Luther himself. It is not well understood by most Lutherans today that the reformers 

and their generation were convinced that the end of the world itself was at hand. The whole 

medieval social structure was unraveling around them and they did not know what to make of it. 

Their answer was that the world was coming to an end. Luther clearly thought it would happen 

before he died. It was a widely held belief that the world could not go on much longer like this. 

This explains some of the things he wrote and that he was not terribly interested in systematizing 

his thought. He just figured there was not much point in going to the trouble if the world would 

end any day.  

Does the Lutheran movement still have this clarion call to make? Do we actually see ourselves 

that way? In many respects I think a lot of Lutherans are a bit adrift in this respect. We are here, 

we like being here, we wish some more folks would join us here so that we could pay the bills, 

but I am not sure that we have always understood why we are here. Many congregations have 

adopted a great commission oriented theme or mission statement, with the idea that we are here 

to bring Christ to the world. That probably would have gotten a nod from Luther, but he would 

have also found it baffling. His generation had lived for centuries in a Europe that was almost 

entirely Christian. The unbeliever was the Turk, the hated enemy.  

For this author the question is whether we are talking about a theological movement or a 

denomination. Movements have much less rigid boundaries, and theological movements 

essentially are looking for people who agree, not to establish lines of who is in and who is out. 

Thus, as a movement we rejoice when Timothy Oden espouses a very sacramental view of the 

world in accord with the Church fathers of the first five centuries (You can read his book entitled 
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“The Rebirth of Orthodoxy.”) Oden is a Methodist by extraction and worships in a Methodist 

congregation and teaches at a Methodist school. In this regard, however, he is a Lutheran. The 

Lutheran denomination cares into which offering plate he places his offering and under whose 

name plate he teaches. Should we? Do we? Why? An even more shocking example of this is N. T. 

Wright in “Simply Jesus” who adopts a theological posture which is profoundly Lutheran. He 

posits it against his Calvinist coreligionists. What makes it so surprising is that he wrote another 

book, “Justification” about how much he hates Luther’s understanding of justification. He is a 

closet Lutheran.  

John sees an angel flying above the people of the earth with an exhortation to the truth. Who is 

that angel today? Does he have to be Lutheran?  

 

Romans 3:19–28 

19Now we know that whatever the law says it speaks to those who are under the law, so that 

every mouth may be stopped, and the whole world may be held accountable to God. 20For by 

works of the law no human being will be justified in his sight, since through the law comes 

knowledge of sin. 

 21But now the righteousness of God has been manifested apart from the law, although the Law 

and the Prophets bear witness to it— 22the righteousness of God through faith in Jesus (faith of 

Jesus) Christ for all who believe (who “faith”). For there is no distinction: 23for all have sinned 

and fall short of the glory of God, 24 and are justified by his grace as a gift, through the 

redemption that is in Christ Jesus, 25whom God put forward as a propitiation by his blood, to be 

received by faith. This was to show God’s righteousness, because in his divine forbearance he 

had passed over former sins. 26It was to show his righteousness at the present time, so that he 

might be just and the justifier of the one who has faith in Jesus. (faith of Jesus) 

 27 Then what becomes of our boasting? It is excluded. By what kind of law? By a law of works? 

No, but by the law of faith.28For we hold that one is justified by faith apart from works of the 

law. 

How shall we describe sin in a way which acknowledges its power over us? Is it like some 

dreadful plague – Ebola or this mystery disease afflicting children with Polio like symptoms?  

Here is a virus we must contain. The victim must be isolated, put into quarantine. Have we 

turned sin in the equivalent of the common cold, but in fact we need to be reacting to it much in 

the same way as we react to some dreadful disease? Paul speaks of the righteousness of God 

which was demonstrated in Christ because he had not quarantined sin in past generations. God 

should have squashed sin in the past. But he did not. Was he a fool about this? Was he 

unrighteous about that? Paul seems to suggest that he is answering a charge being laid at God’s 

feet that he had been slow to react to sin, unjust, unrighteous in his past dealings. God knew 

what he was up to. The wrath of God was revealed against his own Son on the cross.  
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Faith = A relationship in which the person trusts, loves, hopes in, etc. The trust and love and 

hope are not the faith, they are the fruit and signs of that faithful relationship. I like to think of 

this in terms of my children – they “knew” trusted and loved their mother in the first moments 

after they were born. The nurse could not calm them in the same as she could. They were safe in 

her arms, they belonged there. This was not really cognitive, at least not as we measure that.  

When we talk about the Faith of Jesus it might be helpful to think of Gethsemane. Jesus trusts, 

loves, hopes in the Father. He “faiths” perfectly. He entrusts his life to God, he does not 

“grasp” it, but in relationship with this Father goes to the cross.  

Is faith germane to both natures of Christ? Is it only his human nature that can faith? Or is the 

relationship not also something which is part of the divine nature as well.  

Sermon Theme:  Faith Alone – No, not mine, His Faith Alone! (Goal: That the Holy Spirit 

summon and lead the hearer to acknowledge the relationship which Jesus enjoys with the 

Father.)  

This sermon starts off with the fear that many of us have that if I am saved by faith alone, I 

wonder if my faith is really good enough. I know Jesus says that even mustard seed faith is 

enough, but how do I know I even have that? What if this little bit I consider faith turns out to be 

a bit of gravel that God will shovel out with the rest of the things to be walked upon. How do I 

know that what I have is really faith and not just some self-deception? Or perhaps the real self-

deception is that I am not worried about this. I am pretty sure that my faith is actually good 

enough, all by itself. I imagine that God is somehow responding to my faith just because he likes 

faith, he thinks that it is a good thing and I have some. This latter is certainly the way that many 

folks understand this.  

The problem with the questions and assumptions is that this has taken the focus off Jesus and put 

it on me and my faith. Paul has said that this revealed righteousness of God really excludes any 

boasting on our part. This is not about me or anything that I would call my faith. Faith looks to 

Jesus. Of itself, faith doesn’t do anything, but it is a relationship in which God does something, 

in fact, he does everything. Luther would say that we are utterly passive in this regard. God is not 

responding to my faith, he is giving me faith, in fact, he has given to me the perfect faith of 

Jesus. I may call God “Father” with complete honesty, not as some conceit, with a nudge and 

wink, because we all know that I am not really God’s son.  

Our language betrays us here. We often say that this person has strong faith. But that is not really 

so. Faith doesn’t do anything. They have a strong God; that is what we are noticing.  

In what one of my professors once called the “great switcheroo” my sins have been given to 

Jesus, and his perfection, including the perfect faith he has in the Father, has been given me. This 

sermon really wants to say that faith is not something I gin up by trying real hard to believe, but 

it is a gift, a sweet and simple gift, which God has given me.  
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We have often intellectualized faith, imagining that it is something that I think or a decision that 

I make. But this is not so. Faith, the faith we are talking about here, is nothing less than the 

relationship in which I am God’s child. You might want to remember that infant who trusts 

his/her mother more than the nurse. This is not a thing the baby decided to do. He did not will 

him/herself to faith. It was a gift given by the loving nurture of that woman in her own womb, as 

the child heard that voice, learned that scent, was safe, and came to trust that mother. It started 

with the mother giving the gift, taking that child up within herself, feeding, protecting, etc. Until 

the day when the child rested in her arms. The little child who says “Daddy” or “Mommy” is 

expressing the relationship, not creating it with those words. It is an expression of “I faith.” 

When I confess the creed or in some other way claim God as my own, I am not making him my 

God, I am responding to the truth that he has established and expressing that faith he has given 

me. 

More on Romans:  Just after the Joint Statement on Justification was signed, Pope John Paul II 

said that he could not abide by an understanding which left intact “Simul Justus et Peccator” (at 

the same time a sinner and a saint.) But that is the heart of what Luther saw here. We are not 

justified by works. The works we do are not the reason for God’s love for us, rather the works 

are the fruit of that love. They belong on two completely different scales, two entirely separate 

economies. Luther and Lutheranism sees that to co-mingle justification and sanctification will 

result in the terrified conscience despairing. It is simply bad pastoral practice.  

I once heard a great sermon on this day in which the preacher said that he wanted to free me 

from my vices and my virtues even the virtue of faith! We all want to be rid of the vice which 

corrupts and kills. Every religion battles against sin that way, not just the Christian. But one way 

to see how Christianity is different is to notice that we also would be free from the tyranny of our 

virtues. Today that sounds shocking enough to make a pretty good sermon. We really like our 

virtues even though they exercise a tyranny over us. We believe that God loves us for our virtues, 

especially the virtue of faith. With Paul, I want remove your life from the “buy and sell” 

economy of salvation. Jesus has set us free today, from the both of these.  

The language of response is even inadequate here and I would urge us not to use it. God has not 

bought me and now my life is lived in response to God’s great deed for me in the distant past. I 

am not responding to God’s grace, not really. The far more biblical language is Paul’s who 

asserts time and again that Christ lives in us (Galatians 2:20) and the good we do is not us, but 

it is God’s good work in us. I am simply not in an economy of buy and sell at all.  

This is really the text of the Reformation. It would be while teaching a class on Romans that 

Luther would have his “tower” experience, in which he came to the realization that his deeds did 

not win God’s favor. That was a free gift. Many think that he was studying this very passage 

when that happened because of its emphasis on faith.  

This brings us to a very interesting situation and frankly why the Church still needs to insist that 

some who preach this word study it in the original language. The Greek is not quite as cut and 
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dried as the English here makes it out to be. There are two issues here and they are bunched up 

around the understanding of the word Faith. Luther would have loved this discussion.  

To understand the first issue we first need to explain a shortcoming of the English language. We 

have two nouns which have some overlap of meaning:  Belief and faith. Unfortunately we don’t 

have two verbs which correspond; we only have “believe” to serve both nouns. Greek has a 

verbal form of faith: “to faith’ if I may follow E. P. Sanders’ suggestion. But believe does not 

exactly mean what the Greek verb “to faith” means. Even our clumsy English “to have faith” 

really turns faith into something which I have, not something which the person is doing.  

Believe is propositional, by that I mean that you can believe a statement that another person 

makes. To update an illustration of this that Luther himself used, imagine that you are at the 

airport. You read the sign above the gate and it tells you that the plane is heading to New York 

City. You can believe that, or disbelieve it.  

It becomes a matter of faith when you buy the ticket, entrust yourself or your loved one to that 

pilot and crew, and trust that the plane will indeed take off, fly through the air and safely land in 

New York City. Our friends in the Arminian branches of theology think that the decision to buy 

the ticket is the faith, but what we argue is that the relationship enables the decision to purchase 

the ticket. The decision is possible in the context of faith, it is not the faith.  

English has no verb for that sort of faith. We can say someone believes, but that is really the idea 

that you believe the person who says that the plane will end up in NYC. You have to trust, which 

is more than simply an intellectual assent, in order to buy the ticket. That is more like faith. Most 

of the time when your Bible has the word “believe” you should really substitute the non-word 

“to faith” in there, at least in your mind. So when it talks about faith in verse 22 and 26, don’t 

think propositionally, think relationship. This is the trust which enables the person to make the 

decision.  

Here’s the second problem. The Greek is most naturally read not as this and most other 

translations put this. They usually translate this to imply that in verse 22 and 26 this is talking 

about my faith in Jesus. This is certainly how Luther understood this and most other translators. 

But this is not what the text actually says. Luther was following Augustine in this. In fact the 

Greek more naturally allows for and even seems to suggest another interpretation, namely that 

this is about Jesus’ faith. The plain and simple reading of this passage, especially at verse 22 is 

that the righteousness of God is through the faith of Jesus for all who (have) faith. Hence the 

parentheses in the text where I changed the translation. 

The use of faith in verse 25 is ambiguous, it could go either way, but the clincher is in verse 26. 

There he uses the word faith in an exactly parallel construction to the way he uses it in 4:16 

where the context demands that it be the faith of Abraham. It seems that the salvation which is 

revealed is revealed in the faith of Jesus. 

How are we to understand this? It does require that one pay close attention to our Christology 

here. For we confess not only Christ’s divinity, but also his humanity. To be fully human is to 
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have the capacity to faith. Christ had to “faith” (the trusting relationship) the promise of God in 

order to suffer and die a willing victim on our behalf. He was not going to some sort of sham 

death, but the real thing. Dead is dead and no one is more helpless than he or she is when a 

corpse. Jesus did not raise himself from the grave. The Bible is pretty clear on this. The Father 

raised him from the grave. He went into that grave faithing. What is more, the whole garden 

scene seems to suggest that this was not a simple or easy thing for Jesus to do. He struggled in 

that garden; to the point he sweated drops of blood. 

Now, does this have legs to preach? It might, but be careful here. You may just be stepping on 

some pretty sensitive toes on this. Before I preach this, I would be very careful with it. For many 

in your congregations the idea that Jesus has faith may seem a little farfetched, but I think that is 

more a reflection on just how Eutychian we have become. (Eutyches said that the humanity of 

Jesus was swallowed up in the divinity, like a drop of honey in the sea.) But the good news in this 

take on Romans is quite profound. Even though our own faith is often weak and inadequate of 

itself, Jesus’ faith was not. Just as he fully repented of all our sins in the Jordan River when he 

was baptized, it appears that even our faith is an occasion for him to do the heavy lifting here. 

We would blow that too. So much for semi-Pelagianism! I can’t even believe very well.  

If you want to read more of this, go to a wonderful, recently published commentary on Romans 

by Katherine Grieb which was written as part of her doctoral dissertation but intended for a lay 

readership. It is not technical and she is a good writer. If you want to dig a little deeper, 

consider Luke Timothy Johnson’s recent commentary on Romans as well. He actually originated 

this re-reading of Romans in terms of faith.  

This also has serious implications for understanding Romans 1:16-17. This is the thesis 

statement for the whole book and in there is a strange phrase in Greek “The righteousness of 

God is revealed out of faith into faith.” Most of our translations try to put that into something of 

an idiomatic English, but Paul doesn’t say what they say. Literally it says that God’s 

righteousness is revealed out of faith (the faith of Jesus?) into faith (that would be our faith). 

This is taking seriously what the Hebrews writer says when he calls Jesus the “Author and 

Perfecter of our Faith.” The other passage in the Pauline corpus that deals with this is Galatians 

3:11-14 where again the Greek is most clearly read to suggest that this righteousness comes 

from the faith of Jesus.  

This section of Romans is essential to the argument of the whole book. In Romans, Paul posits 

that there are two opposite kingdoms at work.  The old “law” once possessed us. We were 

enslaved to its kingdom/rule. Now, the new kingdom/rule/law has entered in, and we are now 

citizens of this new kingdom. That kingdom breaking in and laying claim to me makes a real 

difference on us. Paul is very much the moral optimist in this regard. He really does think that 

this will make a profound change in the way that we live our lives. That is not just wishful 

thinking for him. The renewing of the mind in chapter 12 is a profound redirection of the human 

being. This sharing in the faith of Christ, this participation in the relationship of the Son to the 

Father makes each of us different than we were before.  
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The preacher will want to keep a couple of things in mind for this text:  What is the difference 

between a free lunch and cheap lunch? In one sense of course salvation wasn’t free, it cost a 

great deal, the very life of Christ. It is free to me, however. We don’t want to preach a cheap 

grace, but a precious grace.  

I have sometimes used this occasion just to do a little Reformation vocabulary. We often use 

words, sling them around like jargon, but I bet our folks really don’t know what they mean.  

Justified – Originally a legal term, but I wonder if a new metaphor is not in order from the realm 

of computer publishing. Justify in Word means something is made straight like the margins of a 

text on the page. When I justify the right margin, the words all line up. I have been justified, 

made straight with God.  

Righteousness – I like to take out the “eous” and create a neologism:  Right-ness.  

Faith – the relationship God has established in which he calls me his child and he rescues me.  

Salvation – rescue – this is what the firefighter does when he pulls me from the burning building. 

This is what the life guard does when I am drowning. Salvation has become a church word – I 

wonder if rescue is not better.  

More? 

How do we fit this into the world of our hearers? Is the existential “God 

problem” without traction? But perhaps this is where to fit in our friend from 

earlier, John Fredric the Magnanimous. This relationship with God meant that 

whether he was sitting on a throne or sitting in a cell this relationship defined 

him. He was a child of God, no matter what. He was in the faith of Jesus. He did 

not need to boast or hang onto his pride. He could be magnanimous in defeat and 

from prison urge his people to save lives and work inside the problematic 

situation they now faced. He could have railed against his captors and claimed 

his lost glory. But he did not. From prison he graciously led his people through a 

letter writing and publicity campaign. When he got out of prison he was a bigger 

man than when he went in. (As the picture on the right suggests, in his later years 

John Frederick would become quite a large man physically as well, but that might have been due 

to his affection for bratwurst.)  

Do we point to the ways that this truth has changed people’s lives? Isn’t that really how we make 

this applicable to today. We point them to folks who do not operate in a righteousness of the law, 

but the righteousness of God, the right-ness which is theirs through the faith of Christ.  

 

 

John 8:31–36 
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31So Jesus said to the Jews who had believed in him, "If you abide in my word, you are truly my 

disciples, 32and you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free." 33They answered 

him, "We are offspring of Abraham and have never been enslaved to anyone. How is it that you 

say, 'You will become free'?" 

 34Jesus answered them, "Truly, truly, I say to you, everyone who commits sin is a slave to 

sin. 35 The slave does not remain in the house forever; the son remains forever. 36So if the Son 

sets you free, you will be free indeed. 37I know that you are offspring of Abraham; yet you seek 

to kill me because my word finds no place in you. 38 I speak of what I have seen with my Father, 

and you do what you have heard from your father." 

In the past when we looked at this text we wondered:  From what has God set us free? In 

Luther’s day, they were set free from this odious burden of earning God’s love. They had to buy 

the indulgences, go on a pilgrimage, etc. But most people today are not struggling to earn God’s 

love. They imagine that of course God loves us, why wouldn’t he love us? We are after all pretty 

loveable people. 

Of course we all have had the person who has labored long and hard in the church, thinking that 

God rewards them for it. We have probably heard the dying person wonder aloud if they have 

been good enough. Such people are burdened and we would offer them a freedom from that 

burden. But I am not sure that I have a lot of those folks.  

What sins bind us today? Often we would express this therapeutically. Is it fear? Is it addiction? 

Is it my health? Is it the tyranny of my virtue? Jesus is the Truth, Jesus sets us free. He goes with 

us. Armenio spoke of how his people fear the INS. What does it meant that Jesus sets them free? 

Is it not true that Jesus was walking with them when they crossed into this land? Is he not also 

with them here? Will he not be with them no matter what happens? Jesus abides in them, and 

they abide in him. He is bigger than the INS, he is bigger than the poverty which drove them out 

of their homes in the first place, and he is bigger than any problem they may be facing and 

anything which they fear. I cannot promise that knowing Jesus will keep you from being 

deported. I can promise you that no matter what happens, Jesus, who walked the dusty roads of 

Galilee and whose hands were calloused in a carpenter’s shop will go with you, work through 

you, and work for you. It is not a life of safety I promise, nor even a life of ease, it is a life of 

God’s child who can say no matter what has happened that no one can take that away from me, 

not the INS, not the Devil, not Death.  

One can also talk about free in terms of free versus the idea of at a cost. What is the price we 

would pay for heaven? Would it be the price of our good life? We know that is insufficient. Is it 

the price of our faith? To do so is the cheapen heaven itself. God’s love, his favor, his heaven, is 

not for sale, it is freely given, it is free, at least to me. Jesus has paid the only price that can 

purchase that ticket. My joy as a preacher today is to proclaim the price has been paid, the ticket 

purchased, it is in your hand by virtue of the baptism in which God claimed you as his child.  
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John gives us a moment of conflict to ponder today in the light of the reformation. Jesus has a 

number of folks who believe in Him and yet he seems to be pushing them away. They want Christ 

on their own terms and he just won’t give it to them. He would set them free, but they cannot 

accept the fact that they are not already free. In terms which we are more familiar with he would 

forgive them, but they are wondering what they have to be forgiven of?  

There is a banality to their claim. Don’t they remember their Passover meal? Isn’t that what it is 

all about? “When we were slaves in Egypt…” says the eldest to the youngest person present.  

Jesus words are marvelously coherent with our reading of Romans above. We participate in the 

faith of the Son in the Father. It is not a separate faith we have, but it is Jesus’ own faith, the 

faith which enabled him to shoulder the cross and bear our sins to Calvary. We are not slaves in 

the household of God, but sons, not because we deserve that but because we have been given the 

faith relationship which the Son has with the Father.  

That means something. Like Jesus we remain in the house forever. Jesus was cast out of the 

house, suffered sin’s and sinner’s terrible fate so that when raised from death he might 

incorporate sinners into that house.  

The son has set us free, that means we are free indeed. He has given us his faith, and that means 

we have the faith of heaven itself. This freedom was won on a cross long ago, but it is won 

eternally. We are free indeed. You might do a sermon on that phrase.  

 

Matthew 11:12–19 

From the days of John the Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven has suffered violence, and 

the violent take it by force. 13 For all the Prophets and the Law prophesied until John, 14and if 

you are willing to accept it, he is Elijah who is to come. 15 He who has ears to hear, let him hear.  

 16"But to what shall I compare this generation? It is like children sitting in the marketplaces and 

calling to their playmates, 

 17"'We played the flute for you, and you did not dance; 

   we sang a dirge, and you did not mourn.'  

 18For John came neither eating nor drinking, and they say, 'He has a demon.' 19The Son of Man 

came eating and drinking, and they say, 'Look at him! A glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax 

collectors and sinners!' Yet wisdom is justified by her deeds."  

 20 Then he began to denounce the cities where most of his mighty works had been done, because 

they did not repent. 21 "Woe to you, Chorazin! Woe to you, Bethsaida! For if the mighty works 

done in you had been done in Tyre and Sidon, they would have repented long ago in sackcloth 

and ashes. 22 But I tell you, it will be more bearable on the day of judgment for Tyre and Sidon 

than for you. 23And you, Capernaum, will you be exalted to heaven? You will be brought down to 

Hades. For if the mighty works done in you had been done in Sodom, it would have remained 
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until this day. 24 But I tell you that it will be more tolerable on the day of judgment for the land of 

Sodom than for you."  

 25 At that time Jesus declared, "I thank you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that you have 

hidden these things from the wise and understanding and revealed them to little children; 26yes, 

Father, for such was your gracious will. 27 All things have been handed over to me by my Father, 

and no one knows the Son except the Father, and no one knows the Father except the Son and 

anyone to whom the Son chooses to reveal him. 28 Come to me, all who labor and are heavy 

laden, and I will give you rest. 29Take my yoke upon you, and learn from me, for I am gentle and 

lowly in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. 

_____ 

 

I am thinking that this text might benefit from a little expansion. The reading is supposed to end 

at verse 19, but if you take it ten more verses there are some really interesting things in there. In 

verses 20-24 Jesus calls down judgment on those who won’t listen. But at verses 25 – 29 Jesus 

brings children into the situation. Luther famously said in the Smalkald Articles that even a 

seven year old could figure some of this out.  And then he uses that marvelous verse about rest. 

Perhaps that is just my overworked body and mind coming to the fore right now, but the Gospel 

as rest seems like the perfect metaphor for today. Luther loved the legal metaphor, I am thinking 

that this frenetic age would respond much more to the posture-pedic metaphor.  

This is an interesting one for Reformation day. It seems to be resonating with the Epistle lesson. 

The law and the prophets attest to the righteousness of God revealed in Jesus. But the world does 

not accept the message. This generation can find fault with just about anything. John fasts and is 

called demonic. Jesus eats and is called a glutton. There is no winning with this bunch of people!  

What shall we say? The Church is always in need of reformation. Luther said we are all like 

drunkards trying to mount a horse. We overshoot the saddle and end up in the mud on the other 

side. Christ and John call that generation to reform and call this generation to reform, the 

question really is not whether we need to reform but the question is on which side of the horse 

are we lying. John will be rejected because he played the funeral dirge that interrupted their 

party. Jesus will be rejected because he is not “spiritual” enough and hanging out with the tax 

collectors and sinners. Like children who won’t play a game, the people of their day won’t play. 

Will we be found with the libertines who find the rigors of discipline to be demonic and so find 

an excuse for their pleasures? Or will we be found among the Pharisees who can only see the 

externals of a man’s life and call them all drunkards and gluttons? Will we take perverse pride 

in our suffering and deem ourselves more worthy for calling ourselves wormy sinners who at 

least know it? It seems that we will be found on one side or another. Where are we? Perhaps the 

enemy has lulled us into thinking we have it straight and that is the most dangerous place to be.  

John’s preaching is that of Elijah. It remains pertinent to this day too. Repent, the kingdom of 

heaven is at hand. “Reform!” “Repent!” they really are the same thing. The death of John is told 
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in the verses which precede this. It is interesting that John was killed by the pleasure seekers. He 

called Herod’s marriage to his brother’s wife immoral.  Jesus will not be killed by the ostensibly 

violent of his day, the zealots, but by the establishment who thought his message would rock their 

boat too much.  

Jesus says that John’s word was a Godly word. If you have ears to bear it, it is the truth. It is 

also interesting that he does not bind the hearer to believe that John was the one to come. He 

allowed for latitude on that one. But what was not in doubt was that the kingdom of heaven is at 

hand. This was the great message of Romans and the great message that Luther brought as well. 

One did not need to be a priest nor a monk, but a farmer or a factory worker could be serving 

God just as well. The kingdom of God is at hand indeed. You live in it with every breath you take 

and every deed and word which is done and spoken for his sake. But do we have the ears to hear 

that our whole life is now in that kingdom? Will we always find an excuse to say no like the 

generation of people at whom Jesus shakes his head? Christ has come to save sinners, don’t be 

surprised that he has found a few, including you. Don’t be surprised that your life continues to 

need reformation. Don’t be surprised that despite your life, He keeps engaging you and other 

sinners. For wisdom is justified by her deeds. Jesus is shown to be in the right by what he has 

done. The cross and more importantly the resurrection have demonstrated his wisdom. He has 

made a great and mighty people out of a handful of fishermen and tax collectors. These sinners 

have grown to be the largest movement the world has ever seen. His deeds have indeed been 

justified.  

 

 

Law 

 

1. The culture has taught us that we are autonomous individuals who have affiliated 

with a faith community as an act of our free will. If it ceases to “please” or make me 

happy, I am out the door. I may not even tell the pastor that I am leaving.  

2. The enemy – when tolerance is simply a mask for acceptance and approval. Is it love 

when we don’t challenge the divorce or the music on the radio or the TV on our 

screen? Have we in so doing really denied them the ability to repent by telling them 

that this is not a sin? Are we really any better than the indulgence sellers who did not 

let the people truly repent, just sold them a piece of paper? Has liberty become a 

license for sin? Do we follow only the rules that are convenient or acceptable? To 

accept the sin is to deny both the repentance and the forgiveness.  

3. Is there a theological toleration that the American scene forces upon us? “Don’t we 

all believe in Jesus?”   
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4. The enemy part II – we can also be so concerned about the rightness of our words or 

our theology that we lose sight of the fact that right doctrine is in service to the gospel 

message. The Pharisees were terribly right.  

5. An honest survey of my life concurs with Paul – I too am in serious need of 

reformation – My life is altogether too subject to the rule of sin. (We all have fallen 

short…)  

6. This world tempts me to hold faith as an intellectual assent, made by that autonomous 

human being, an act of will in which I choose God and welcome him into my life, but 

it then comes back to me. If I know the catechism the right way, I am a Lutheran. But 

is that faith?  

7. The enemy is very adaptable. The methods he used in the 16th century are very 

different from the methods he uses today. Like the AIDS virus, the drugs of yesterday 

are no longer effective, but he is still the same deadly virus.  

8. We remain in need of reformation. It is not a deed accomplished but a process we will 

not end until the day he brings it to completion.  

 

Gospel 

 

1. The kingdom of God has broken into this world and now my whole live is governed 

by the gracious king who is Jesus.  

2. That kingdom unites us to the people who sit in this room.  

3. The King has given me life. Like a new born babe can recognize the woman who 

gave him/her life, so too we are given to know God, that is faith. The baby trusts that 

woman because of the amazing gift of life/love that she has given to the child. Our 

faith is not some act of our will or our intellect, but the relationship that God has 

established in the work of Christ on the cross.  

4. The good stuff from yesterday, the sola’s of the Reformation have a genius in that 

they are still applicable. The enemy has changed his methods, but the truth has not 

changed. God’s grace and the faith he has established and the promise he has made in 

Scripture are just as valid today as they were five hundred years ago.  

5. God engages in the fight against the enemy. He keeps, defends, and protects his 

church. We can with boldness engage the enemy. The victory does not rest on our 

shoulders, but the privilege to engage in the fight is ours. The joy of this is that in our 

engagement in the fight we get to see God save people. Sinners need admonishment, 

the repentant need the good news proclaimed. The weak need strength, the fearful 

need encouragement.  
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6. God’s Word saturates us with His love. It speaks a marvelous truth which does not 

accept the sin but forgives it and the sinner.  

 

 

Sermon Themes:   Here are some ideas in various stages of development:  

Ecclesia Semper Reformanda - Reformation Today – God’s people are perpetually in 

reformation To think that we have been reformed, is to be in need of reformation. The blessing 

here is that God continues to pour out that Spirit upon his church and creates in us the faith that 

reshapes and reforms our lives. The individualism of today vs the community he creates. The 

Lutheran Confessional documents really stress this humility. We are always sinner and saint, we 

have never arrived and yet we are secure in our status before God. To say that we are always 

reforming is not a sign that we are somehow failing, but it is an attestation that God is still 

working. Because God has made the amazing promises he has to us means that we can honestly 

and cheerfully face up to our faults and our failings. There is not a thing I have ever done that is 

bigger than the love of Christ for me or His cross. I can always be asking myself how his grace 

takes new shapes and new forms in my life. I never need to feel that I have something to lose in 

this. I am simply a loser, but God is a great giver. I will count on that, not on my ability to get it 

right.  

Reformation Today – Carrying the battle to the 21st century. The faith God creates is not my 

work, but the faith of Jesus, graciously given to me. It seizes me, it changes me. God’s kingdom 

confronts and conquers the foe, even the foe that resides in my life and the garbage that 

oppresses me and my life. This will likely be easiest simply by grabbing one of the eminently 

practical doctrines which Luther championed and which continue to have considerable traction:  

A. Vocation – Consider reading Gene Veith on this. Or David Brooks text “The Road to 

Character” in which he gives a number of recent historical examples of vocation. (He 

tends, however, to see this as a special thing – so watch out.) Luther would declare the 

whole of life sacred/holy. The mundane things we do, the cleaning, the yard work, the 

keeping an eye on a neighbor, or the parenting of our children are all holy services 

rendered to God. Do our people need to hear that their own busy lives, which sometimes 

have no moment for reflection, are in fact holy offerings made in the loving relationship 

which God has created in Christ.  

B. Two Kingdoms – Exercise caution here: this easily descends into a facile reading. 

Consider Peter Leithart’s “Defending Constantine” especially the final chapters in 

which he gives something of a picture of just how the two kingdoms can healthily 

intersect. Another good text for this would be John Inazu’s “Confident Pluralism” in 

which he explores just how our nation’s constitution makes room for a two kingdom 

theology. Two kingdom theology, like vocation above, will allow us to see that God is at 

work even in the broken and disfunctional world of our politics. We cannot take the 
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Monastic or Mennonite option and withdraw from the world. God is working through the 

power structures of this world to feed hungry people, protect the vulnerable, restrain the 

evil-doer, and encourage good works. The Christian has to remember that this is not the 

ultimate good. Jesus still comes back and establishes heaven’s righteous rule in which 

every tear is dried. But in the meantime, God is active through the broken and flawed 

human beings and structures of this life. We have to expect to get dirty. It won’t all be 

clear and clean. We won’t always win. Sometimes we will have to compromise. We won’t 

eliminate hunger and we might need to work with some self-serving folks to get a few 

more people fed.   

C. Sacramental Incarnational theology – Luther and Lutherans border on mystical in this 

regard. We take Paul rather seriously when he says, “It is no longer I who live but Christ 

who lives in me.” Galatians 2:20. This enables me to face any problem. I don’t have to 

have the solution, I have Christ. I have confidence. This also allows me to face my own 

past. Christ has taken up residence in me. I have indeed sinned, but Christ has cleansed. 

To focus on my sin now would be to forget this other and more important truth. Christ 

presence also gives me confident hope. I may not be the one who solves this problem or 

resolves that tension, but it is in Christ’s hands. I am simply an instrument. I do not need 

to be responsible for more than is really my job. But most of all, we want to say that 

Christ is not absent. He is not some far away God. Too often we have thought 

sacramentally only about Baptism and Eucharist, but in fact Christ has also promised to 

be present in and through you his people.  

Of course, the observant reader will notice that I am preparing you for next year’s Reformation. 

If you are not ready to preach one of these, consider making in the next months a study of one or 

more the three great treatises which Luther wrote in 1520.  

a. Address to the Christian Nobility of the German Nation – addressing the Vocation of the 

Christian and the priesthood of all believers.  

b. Freedom of the Christian – Two Kingdom theology.  

c. Babylonian Captivity of the Church – on the Sacramental presence of Christ.  

I recommend the recently published “Annotated Luther” volumes which were done by 

Augsburg/Fortress press.  

   

Reformation Today – Sola… (choose your sola – they could each be preached in this day as 

much as they fit Luther’s day) Just keep it Christ’s work and not mine, and that sermon has 

legs to preach.  

 

A quote from Luther’s Letter to Melanchthon 
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13. If you are a preacher of mercy, do not preach an imaginary but the true mercy.  If the 

mercy is true, you must therefore bear the true, not an imaginary sin.  God does not save 

those who are only imaginary sinners.  Be a sinner, and let your sins be strong, but let your 

trust in Christ be stronger, and rejoice in Christ who is the victor over sin, death, and the 

world.  We will commit sins while we are here, for this life is not a place where justice 

resides.  We, however, says Peter (2. Peter 3:13) are looking forward to a new heaven and a 

new earth where justice will reign.  It suffices that through God's glory we have recognized 

the Lamb who takes away the sin of the world. No sin can separate us from Him, even if we 

were to kill or commit adultery thousands of times each day.  Do you think such an exalted 

Lamb paid merely a small price with a meager sacrifice for our sins?  Pray hard for you are 

quite a sinner.  

(Letter #99 To Melanchthon from the Wartburg Castle, Aug. 1, 1521) 

Developed Sermon Themes:  

1. Church of the Cross (That the Holy Spirit would move the hearer to embrace the 

Theology of the Cross) 

This is an important 500th anniversary, but not the one you are thinking of right now. It 

was 500 years ago, 1518, in the city of Vienna, that we have the first recorded instance of 

anyone using a fork to eat a meal. Prior to this time, dinner was a rather uncouth and 

messy affair by our standards. Etiquette manuals, and they did exist, for the medieval 

world advocated using the first two fingers and thumb of the right hand to convey the 

meal to one’s mouth. They had spoons for liquid, knives to cut, but no fork. Did Luther 

ever use a fork? I don’t know. I want to suggest that in the same way that we don’t eat 

our dinner in the same way as Luther, we may not actually consider his reformation in the 

same way.  

We like to see the heroic Luther striding up to the castle doors of Wittenberg and making 

a dramatic statement against papal tyranny. But if we listen to Luther himself, he wants 

nothing to do with that image. His insistence was that while he and Melanchthon and 

Bugenhagen sat around and drank beer, the Word of God accomplished the reformation. 

Luther saw himself and his work through a very different lens. He called this a theologian 

of the cross and in so doing he gave voice to what we will call today a church of the 

cross.  

Look to the opening essay for some of the underpinning here or better pick up Forde’s 

text On Being a Theologian of the Cross.  This sermon will challenge the contemporary 

church to be a true witness to the cross. The theology of glory will be our foil. It offers 

the reasonable and worldly solutions to our problems, but does not trust Christ, through 

his upside-down and counter-intuitive methods, to make his kingdom come and do his 

will.   
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The pressure of the theology of glory is intense and varied. You will want to think hard 

about how it manifests in your parish. Often it is found in the way we make our budget 

decisions, for money is often a measure of glory. We want guarantees of success before 

we embark on ministry. But Jesus offered no guarantees to the disciples, except a promise 

that persecution would come. Take up a cross and follow me was not a metaphorical 

command for Peter. It might be in the way we have patterned our current ministry. Have 

we adopted a new worship style or tried to imitate the successful church down the street 

whose parking lot is full? That doesn’t have to be bad, but it can suggest that we are more 

interested in filling pews (building institution) than comforting the beleaguered 

consciences of the people to whom God has called us.  

I am all for being smart about how we plan and budget for ministry. This is not a sermon 

which should encourage us to be foolish. At the same time, it is a sermon which suggests 

that God may be calling us to difficult and unpleasant ministry to people whom we don’t 

approve of. It will not make a lot of fiscal sense to love the homeless but it makes a great 

deal of Christ-sense when we look and act more like him.  

The church of the cross, heeding Luther’s admonition, is not only the struggling little 

parish who takes comfort in the fact that Jesus never promised worldly success. That 

comfort can simply be another sort of theology of glory as we might be tempted to say 

that we are faithful and the successful parish must not be. Far from it. Numbers and 

budges are God’s to give and he does give them. The church of the cross receives them as 

gifts and puts them to work in the messy kingdom of God as he calls, gathers, enlightens, 

and sanctifies a miserable lot of sinners. It is when we own these things, and a poor and 

struggling parish might also have a sense of ownership, that this becomes a theology of 

glory.  

The church of the cross notices that when we are beaten down by the world, we often find 

that we are in the same place as the very people whom God is calling to himself. We thus 

see our suffering very differently. No, not as something we welcome but surely as an 

occasion for God to do wonderful and good things through us. As a result we, with Paul, 

rejoice in those sufferings (Romans 5, Colossians 1). We are looking a lot like Jesus right 

now. This church may not be found in bright and beautiful buildings but under a bridge 

holding out a sandwich to a hungry man or in a nursing home sitting beside a widow.  

God will have to take care of this church because in following his Son, it will be 

following him through the dusty and financially tenuous paths of service and love. But 

here is the deal. He makes a promise. The church of his Son and the cross will never pass 

away. It will remain until that last day when Jesus in true glory is revealed. I cannot 

promise that this parish will stand on that day. Many have passed away, but his church of 

Jesus’ cross will stand. He promises.  
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2. By Grace Alone!  (Gospel of John: That the hearer would believe that God has set them 

free from the burden of sin, from the burden of fear, from any enslavement, every 

enslavement. The truth, Jesus, has set us free and we are free indeed.)  

Jesus says that anyone who sins is a slave to sin, only the Son can remain in the house, 

the slaves are all booted out. Jesus alone has a freedom to give us. No one else can give 

that freedom to us, not ourselves, not anyone. Here the preacher should probably think of 

alternative “liberators” who are not really liberating folks, but simply masks for another 

sort of slavery. Lots of religions are out there preaching something that can sound good, 

but which is just another sort of legalistic slavery. But our folks are not likely biting on 

that bait. Our people are probably tempted by the false freedom offered by:  

a. Materialism – the most stuff you have the more free you will be.  

b. Security – If I have enough in 401K then I will be happy (free from anxiety) for 

the rest of my life. 

c. Security II – if I take care of myself (stock enough firearms in the basement) I 

will be OK.  

d. State-ism – if only we organize ourselves properly, then we will be free of these 

troubles. Elect the right person, kick the bums out, repeal/retain. It can go either 

way politically. We imagine that if we get the state organized properly then we 

will be free. (This could even apply to folks imagining the LCMS properly 

organized would free us.)  

e. Piety – If only we sang the right hymns, did the right rite, then we would be free 

of all this American Evangelicalism or…?  

f. Self-righteousness – We imagine that if we only attain to the right level of 

devotion, worship, etc. that then we will be free.  

g. Self-esteem. Our problems are really psychological. If we just felt better about 

ourselves, then we would be free.  

h. Health – if only I get myself in shape, then I won’t ever get sick or go to a nursing 

home.  

i. Project the right image – if only we get ourselves into shape, post interesting 

things on our facebook page, Instagram, or another social media, then we will be 

free, or at least people will think we are free.  

Many of these things are good. The elements of life that most easily assume mastery over 

us are those things that are inherently good in some way. It is much easier for them to 

become our master. It is a good thing to elect good officials or lose a little weight. 

Temptation is rarely something really bad, it is always something that we want to do. 

Jesus does not say these things are bad, but only that they cannot set you free. Jesus alone 

can occupy that spot in our lives. The good government, the health, the rest of these 

things, are just that – things. They are not our liberation. Only Jesus, his word, his work, 

sets us free.  
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Because we enjoy so much freedom here, we often don’t really appreciate our freedom 

very much. In many places in the world, one has to have permission to travel, papers 

which the citizen has to carry with him/her. One cannot just build a church, proclaim the 

Gospel, or other things we just assume. This has in a strange way constricted our sense of 

freedom. Because we don’t have our freedoms challenged or impinged upon, we devalue 

the freedom we have. Like the Jewish audience whom Jesus confronted, we are apt to say 

that we don’t need a liberator, we have freedom.  

That said, even though we are outwardly free, we are also enslaved and the preacher 

should be aware that this should be offensive to the hearer. We don’t like to hear this. We 

are enslaved in a number of ways by sin. Sin is anything that is not in God’s perfect 

creation of the world. The most obvious would be an addiction, but most of the folks we 

are preaching to won’t admit an addiction to sin, as honest as that might be. Armenio 

spoke of how his people were gripped by fear of deportation. It grabs their life and 

controls them. Jesus would set them free. For a more traditional or elderly congregation it 

could be the fear of failing health, senility, wasting away in a nursing home, financial 

insecurity, crime. This fearful life can consume us. It can dictate our every move, 

crippling our joy, closing the world in around us. These things burden us and enslave us. 

Jesus has come to set us free. The preacher may well want to expand the idea of the 

confession we talked about earlier in the notes.  

These things ultimately get in the way of Christ in our life. They are intended to. Our 

enemy who has always had our woe in mind has planted this fear, fed it, and continues to 

whisper in our ears. That serves his ends because that fear serves to obscure Christ, it 

hinders his good work. When I am afraid, I will hunker down and close myself in, losing 

the Gospel eyes with which Jesus sees the world. It keeps us from having life, and having 

it to the fullest. Our fear will close up our wallets, close up our mouths, close up our 

hearts, close up our eyes and ears. It is hard to listen to someone speak when we are 

afraid. It is hard to love when I am afraid. It is hard to serve when I am afraid.  

Jesus is the Son, the Truth. He says, I am the Truth! He can set us free, he does set us 

free, in the cross he has set us free. For Armenio’s people the truth is that Jesus is bigger 

than the INS and the poverty which drove them to leave their loved ones and their homes 

behind. He is bigger than the death we fear, the pain, the suffering, the loss of control, 

and the humiliations we endure.  

The joy of this is that Jesus love is utterly unconditional. We can proclaim to fearful, 

sinful, broken people of every stripe that they are free. Jesus does not care what we have 

been or said or done. The enemy’s attempts to make you afraid with your guilt are empty 

and meaningless. Jesus is the Son, the Truth, and He sets us free, and we are free indeed. 

The freedom that is yours and mine in grace means some very real things for us. Sin 

never can condemn us in Christ again. My guilt, and the debt it imposes on me has been 

wholly paid. I am free of that need/burden/obligation. Be aware that this is often very 
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difficult to convey and the preacher may well want to expand on this. Our ability to self-

condemn is potent.  

That freedom in turn means I am free to forgive freely as well. The freedom which Christ 

bestows makes me a gracious person. I have been given a great treasure to share, a 

treasure which like love does not diminish with the giving, but expands in the giving.  

This Christ-given freedom makes me bold in service. I won’t always get it right, but I am 

forgiven. We can sin boldly in this sense. I have a confidence which comes because the 

Son himself has set me free. I am not concerned about that status before God.  

The freedom of the Christian also means I am free from the crippling fear of the future. 

What will happen to me? I don’t always know. But I know God will be there too and he 

loves me.  

Illustrations – a goose who flew from Canada with an arrow embedded in her body. She 

evaded capture by Fish and Game Wardens who were only trying to help her. For a 

month she eluded capture, but finally was freed of her arrow. She was caught in a fishing 

net.  

I knew a gal who had fled her folks and their rules with her boyfriend, all the way to Salt 

Lake City where they ran out of gas. They got married, made a life, and had kids. And 

one day she showed up in church, weeping and weeping. She had stayed away for so long 

because her parents made her go. Her freedom had become a horrible burden which she 

finally was freed of sitting in that place that day. She had pursued freedom so hard it 

became her master.  

Paul and Peter both say that we are set free not to satisfy our carnal/earthly passions. We 

are free to serve (Galatians 5-6, I Peter 2:16, and Romans 6:1-8.) Freedom is not the 

license to do what we want which we are apt to make it.  

Consider some of the vets in your parish who may have made enormous sacrifices for 

freedom. You may have buried one of those guys whose story might make a great 

illustration to lead this off.  

3. By Faith Alone  (Epistle – That the hearer would rest and rejoice in the gift of faith which 

God has given them in Christ. ) 

People often wonder if they have faith, in fact they are sometimes terrified by that 

question. They don’t know what faith is, but they know they need it to be saved. And in 

those moments when our hearts and minds turn to death and life eternal we might be 

troubled to hear that faith is required of us. If we don’t know what it is, how can we have 

it?  

Even worse our world actually has something of a terrible answer to the question of faith. 

The world around us understands faith to be a virtue, a thing which we should be able to 
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gin up if we just tried hard enough. But can we? How does one do that? I am utterly 

incapable of this faith.  

So we might need to start with the definition of faith. It is the relationship in which we 

love and trust and depend upon God. Those things are not the faith, they are the fruit of 

the faith. The relationship is the faith.  

Now here is the really good part, the faith we have is not our own. We did not make it, 

God did. We have the faith of Jesus, the relationship of the Son to the Father. By his 

incarnation, by his death on the cross, by his resurrection, he lives the relationship with 

God, the perfect life, which all of us need. Then, he gives it to us.  

For Armenio’s culture, they often place their trust/love/affection in someone other than 

Christ. It might be the Virgin, it might be the priest, it might be someone else. But it is 

not just Hispanic culture which struggles with this. Good old Lutherans can have faith in 

their Lutheran-ness or their confirmation or their church.  But the faith we have received 

is the faith of the Son to the Father. We don’t need another intermediary between 

ourselves and God. We have the faith (relationship) of Jesus in the Father. It is because 

we are there, God hears our prayers as if Jesus spoke them. Because we are there, God 

has counted the very hairs upon our head and loves us with unending love.  

The faith of Jesus is very specific in its object. We of course will turn this back into a law 

if we are not careful and start to wonder if we have the right faith and if it is on the right 

thing/God. But that is of course our old enemy playing his tricks on us again. When we 

are tempted to question our faith, our eyes turn to Jesus. It is his faith. His faith is always 

capable, always pure, always right. That is the gift he gave us in his baptism, that is the 

relationship we enjoy.  

We can rest in that faith. We can rejoice in that faith. We can live in that faith. Amen!  

 


